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What do we know and What do we know and 

what do we want to know?what do we want to know?

General spectral General spectral propertiesproperties

EigenfunctionsEigenfunctions for simple for simple shapesshapes

WeWe know:know:

AsymptoticAsymptotic behaviorbehavior of of eigenvalueseigenvalues

Relation Relation eigenfunctionseigenfunctions//geometrygeometry??

LocalizationLocalization of of eigenfunctionseigenfunctions

PhysicalPhysical consequencesconsequences and applicationsand applications

WeWe wantwant to know:to know:



Whispering gallery modesWhispering gallery modes

RayleighRayleigh,, Phil. Mag. 20, 1001 Phil. Mag. 20, 1001 -- 1004 (1910)1004 (1910)



Localization by potentialLocalization by potential

ExampleExample: quantum : quantum harmonicharmonic oscillatoroscillator

HermiteHermite polynomialspolynomials



Anderson localizationAnderson localization

jj

kk
Each site has its energy Each site has its energy EEjj, , 

which is a which is a random variable random variable with P(E)with P(E)

VVjkjk((rrjkjk) is the interaction between sites j and k ) is the interaction between sites j and k 

(i.e., a possibility of (i.e., a possibility of transfertransfer between them)between them)

Localization!Localization!

Anderson, Phys. Rev. 109, 1492 (1958Anderson, Phys. Rev. 109, 1492 (1958))

Localization!Localization!

Random potential Random potential (disorder) may (disorder) may lead lead 

to localization of wave functionsto localization of wave functions

Evers, Evers, MirlinMirlin, Rev. Mod. Phys. , Rev. Mod. Phys. 80, 80, 1355 (2008)1355 (2008)



Insulator
Critical point

Metal

Wave functions across Wave functions across 

Anderson transitionAnderson transition

Disorder or energy

((SlideSlide fromfrom I. I. Gruzberg’sGruzberg’s talk)talk)



Localized waves functions Localized waves functions 

in ultrasound experimentsin ultrasound experiments

Hu  et al., Nature Phys. 4, 945 (2008)Hu  et al., Nature Phys. 4, 945 (2008)



Localized waves functions Localized waves functions 

in in disordered photonic crystalsdisordered photonic crystals

Sapienza Sapienza et al.et al., Science , Science 327, 1352327, 1352--1355 (20101355 (2010))



LaplacianLaplacian eeigenfunctionsigenfunctions

No potential, only the shapeNo potential, only the shape



LaplacianLaplacian eeigenfunctionsigenfunctions

SinceSince 1990s, 1990s, manymany studiesstudies of vibrations of of vibrations of 

irregularirregular or fractal drums by B. or fractal drums by B. SapovalSapoval et al.et al.

Even et al., Phys. Rev. Even et al., Phys. Rev. LettLett. . 83, 726 (199983, 726 (1999))



LaplacianLaplacian eeigenfunctionsigenfunctions

SinceSince 1990s, 1990s, manymany studiesstudies of vibrations of of vibrations of 

irregularirregular or fractal drums by B. or fractal drums by B. SapovalSapoval et al.et al.

Even et al., Phys. Rev. Even et al., Phys. Rev. LettLett. . 83, 726 (199983, 726 (1999))



GeometricalGeometrical irregularityirregularity maymay leadlead

LaplacianLaplacian eigenfunctionseigenfunctions

S. S. FelixFelix, et al., J. Sound. , et al., J. Sound. VibrVibr. 299, 965, 2007. 299, 965, 2007

GeometricalGeometrical irregularityirregularity maymay leadlead

to to localizationlocalization of of eigenfunctionseigenfunctions



SinceSince 1990s, 1990s, manymany studiesstudies of vibrations of of vibrations of 

irregularirregular or fractal drums by B. or fractal drums by B. SapovalSapoval et al.et al.

… … towardstowards one of (one of (manymany) ) practicalpractical applicationsapplications

LaplacianLaplacian eigenfunctionseigenfunctions

(Anti(Anti--noise noise wallwall))
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”Regular” domains”Regular” domains
(interval, square, cube)(interval, square, cube)

LaplacianLaplacian eigenfunctionseigenfunctions

Nonlocalized (extended) eigenfunction:Nonlocalized (extended) eigenfunction:
Eigenfunction is supported by the whole Eigenfunction is supported by the whole 
domaindomain

Localized eigenfunction:Localized eigenfunction:
There exists a small open subset that There exists a small open subset that 
supports a large fraction of eigenfunctionsupports a large fraction of eigenfunction ??



“Bottleneck” localization“Bottleneck” localization
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“Bottleneck” localization“Bottleneck” localization
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“Separated” subsets“Separated” subsets

“Bottleneck” localization“Bottleneck” localization

Not all but a fraction of  Not all but a fraction of  
eigenfuctions are localizedeigenfuctions are localized

Localized eigenfunctionsLocalized eigenfunctions

eigenfuctions are localizedeigenfuctions are localized



Localization by “dust”Localization by “dust”
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Localization by “dust”Localization by “dust”
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Localization by “dust”Localization by “dust”

11

0.40.4

LLtottot=na = 0.15=na = 0.15



Localization and symmetryLocalization and symmetry

HeilmanHeilman, , StrichartzStrichartz, Notices Amer. , Notices Amer. 

Math. Soc. 57, 624Math. Soc. 57, 624--629 (2010)629 (2010)

44thth eigenfunctioneigenfunction

1111thth eigenfunctioneigenfunction

55thth eigenfunctioneigenfunction 1212thth eigenfunctioneigenfunction



How to understand?How to understand?

DomainsDomains withwith branchesbranches
Joint work with A. Joint work with A. DelitsynDelitsyn

is the smallest is the smallest eigenvalueeigenvalue among all crossamong all cross--sectionssections

EstimatesEstimates for for eigenfunctionseigenfunctions
Inspired by work of M. Inspired by work of M. FilocheFiloche and S. and S. MayborodaMayboroda

is the smallest is the smallest eigenvalueeigenvalue among all crossamong all cross--sectionssections
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Two ways of  thinkingTwo ways of  thinking

about localizationabout localization

A A propertyproperty of an of an individualindividual eigenfunctioneigenfunction: : 

Is a Is a givengiven eigenfunctioneigenfunction localizedlocalized or not?or not?

One needs fine analysis to distinguishOne needs fine analysis to distinguish

A A propertyproperty of the of the domaindomain::

Do Do localizedlocalized eigenfunctionseigenfunctions existexist atat all?all?

One needs fine analysis to distinguishOne needs fine analysis to distinguish

localized and nonlocalized and non--localized localized eigenfunctionseigenfunctions



Quantum billiardsQuantum billiards

(by Chris King, (by Chris King, UniversityUniversity of Auckland)of Auckland)

ScarringScarring



From quantum billiards…From quantum billiards…

ShnirelmanShnirelman theoremtheorem: : 

For a For a boundedbounded domaindomain withwith ergodicergodic flow, flow, therethere

isis a a densedense subsequencesubsequence of of normalizednormalizedisis a a densedense subsequencesubsequence of of normalizednormalized

eigenfunctionseigenfunctions suchsuch thatthat for for anyany open open subsetsubset VV

MMost ost of of eigenfunctionseigenfunctions are are thenthen not not localizedlocalized..

ZelditchZelditch, , ZworskiZworski, Commun. Math. Phys. 175, 673 (1996), Commun. Math. Phys. 175, 673 (1996)

BUT, BUT, therethere stillstill maymay existexist localizedlocalized states!states!



No localization in rectangleNo localization in rectangle

ConsiderConsider a rectangle a rectangle withwith sidessides a and b a and b 

suchsuch thatthat a/b a/b isis not rational. not rational. ThenThen the the 

eigenvalueseigenvalues are are simplesimple andand

ThenThen for for anyany open open subsetsubset VV

ConsequentlyConsequently, , therethere isis nono localizedlocalized eigenfunctionseigenfunctions

whichwhich couldcould “avoid” some regions of the rectangle“avoid” some regions of the rectangle



No localization in rectangle?No localization in rectangle?

WhenWhen a/b a/b isis rational, rational, somesome eigenvalueseigenvalues

maymay bebe degeneratedegenerate soso thatthat

The existence of the The existence of the lowerlower boundbound CCVV>0 >0 isis relatedrelated to to 

the structure of nodal the structure of nodal lineslines of of suchsuch eigenfunctionseigenfunctions

ExampleExample: unit square, m: unit square, m11=2, n=2, n11=9, m=9, m22=9, n=9, n22=2,=2,

linear combination of two linear combination of two eigenfunctionseigenfunctions



Let      Let      bebe a rectangle [A,B]x[0,1]. For a rectangle [A,B]x[0,1]. For anyany open open 

subsetsubset V in the V in the formform ωωx[0,1], x[0,1], therethere existsexists CCVV>0>0

such that for any such that for any eigenfunctioneigenfunction

No localization in rectangle?No localization in rectangle?

So, So, therethere isis no no localizationlocalization in V. in V. 

BurqBurq, , ZworskiZworski, SIAM , SIAM RevRev. 47, 43 (2005). 47, 43 (2005)

BUT, BUT, cancan one one proveprove itit for for anyany open open subsetsubset V???V???



Localization in a diskLocalization in a disk
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Localization in polygons?Localization in polygons?

No No localizationlocalization: C: CVV>0>0 LocalizationLocalization: C: CVV=0=0

Other shapes???Other shapes???
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SummarySummary

“Whispering” eigenfunctions “Whispering” eigenfunctions 

“Bottleneck” eigenfunctions “Bottleneck” eigenfunctions 

HighHigh--frequencyfrequency LowLow--frequencyfrequency

“Bouncing ball” “Bouncing ball” 
eigenfunctions eigenfunctions 

Keller, Keller, RubinowRubinow, , 

AnnAnn. . PhysPhys 9, 249, 24--75 (1960) 75 (1960) 



Questions to answerQuestions to answer

“Whispering” eigenfunctions “Whispering” eigenfunctions 

What are the necessary/sufficient conditions?What are the necessary/sufficient conditions?

Do they exist for equilateral polygons?Do they exist for equilateral polygons?

Is there a relation to curvature of the boundary?Is there a relation to curvature of the boundary?

Is it related to scarring and chaotic systems?Is it related to scarring and chaotic systems?Is it related to scarring and chaotic systems?Is it related to scarring and chaotic systems?



Do they exist for equilateral polygons?Do they exist for equilateral polygons?

Questions to answerQuestions to answer

“Whispering” eigenfunctions “Whispering” eigenfunctions 

What are the necessary/sufficient conditions?What are the necessary/sufficient conditions?

Is there a relation to curvature of the boundary?Is there a relation to curvature of the boundary?

Is it related to scarring and chaotic systems?Is it related to scarring and chaotic systems?

WHAT IS LOCALIZATION?WHAT IS LOCALIZATION?

“Bottleneck” eigenfunctions“Bottleneck” eigenfunctions

What are the necessary/sufficient conditions?What are the necessary/sufficient conditions?

Do they exist in convex domains?Do they exist in convex domains?

How many localized eigenfunctions do exist? How many localized eigenfunctions do exist? 

What is the relation to the geometry?What is the relation to the geometry?

Is it related to scarring and chaotic systems?Is it related to scarring and chaotic systems?


